Basic LLR Lecture 1  10:00 – 11:00

Chair:
[Image of Daniel Cherqui, France]

Speaker:
[Image of Go Wakabayashi, Japan]
Short and Long Term Results of LLR

[Image of Luca Aldrighetti, Italy]
Patient and Port Position-1

[Image of David Geller, USA]
Pneumoperitoneum and Ventilator Pressures

[Image of Olivier Soubrane, France]
Patient and Port Position-2

[Image of Adnan Alseidi, USA]

Commentator:
LLR for Klatskin tumor: technical feasibility and potential value

*tentative
Basic LLR Lecture 2  11:20 – 12:20

Chair:
Nicholas O’Rourke
Australia

Commentator:
Minoru Tanabe
Japan

Mohammad Abu Hilal
UK

Speaker:
How to Use CUSA
Roberto Troisi
Saudi Arabia

Stapler Hepatectomy
Joseph Buell
USA

Tips for Clamp Crush
Naoto Gotohda
Japan

*tentative
Advanced LLR Lecture 1  13:45 – 14:45

Chair: Olivier Soubrane  France

Commentator: David Geller  USA

Speaker:
- Zenichi Morise  Japan  Posterior Sectionectomy
- Ho-Seong Han  Korea  Central Hepatectomy
- Charles Lin  Taiwan  Robotic Hepatectomy

*tentative
Chair:
Ho-Seong Han
Korea

Commentator:
Ruben Ciria
Spain
Choon Hyuck David Kwon
USA

Speaker:
Diamond Hepatectomy
Mohammad Abu Hilal
UK

Laparoscopic parenchyma-sparing anatomical liver resection using vein-guided approach
Osamu Itano
Japan

Anatomical Resection from the Hilar Plate
Go Wakabayashi
Japan

Donor Hepatectomy
Daniel Cherqui
France

*tentative
**Made in Japan technology for LLR**  12:40 – 13:25

**Chair:**

Hironori Kaneko  
Japan

Olivier Soubrane  
France

**Speaker:**

Evolution of laparoscopic liver resection

Takeo Nomi  
Japan

*tentative*
Suturing (Advanced) 10:30 – 12:30

• Advanced suturing techniques
• Skill improvement for rapid suturing
• How to control massive bleeding from hepatic veins

Suturing (Basic) 14:00 – 16:00

• Very basic ideas for suturing
• The first step for starting suture
• Training in daily practice